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DIMENSIONS
Width, head open [mm] 1 659

Width, head closed [mm] 1 317

Height with rotator and link [mm] 1 787 

WEIGHT
Without rotator and link, from 1 680

FELLING/CUTTING
SuperCut 150 saw unit, automatic chain tensioning

Maximum cut diameter [mm]  559

Length of saw bar [mm]  750

Chain type  404
Saw motor [cm3/rev] 19

FEEDING, TWO-WHEEL DRIVE (CC) 467

with steel feed rollers
Gross feed force [kN] 22

Maximum feed speed [m/s] (feede rate) 5

Maximum roller opening [mm]  559

Roller opening minimum [mm] 39

Roller diameter (to roller tips) [mm] 550

Feed roller motor 467

Number of feed rollers 2

Feed wheel type Steel Roller

DELIMBING
Delimbing knives  4 moving, 1 fixed

Delimbing diameter, tip to tip [mm] 583

Maximum opening, upper knives [mm] 583

Maximum delimbing full coverage [mm] 350

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Maximum operating pressure [bar]  300

Recommended pump capacity [l/min]  300

ROTATOR MODEL    
Indexator HX30LS 

BASE MACHINE (CARRIER SIZE)
Excavator minimum weight [t] 20

Excavator maximum weight [t] 25

Harvesting Head 2420E
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Upper fi xed knives

Feeding rollers
Hard wearing steel ribbed rollers 
ensure a positive timber grip and 
minimum fi bre damage.

Roller arms

Pins
Chrome plated pins provide 
maximum life and limited wear to 
the bushes. In addition, non-swivel 
pins ensure minimal wear to the 
serviceable bushes.

Valve bank 
The use of a two-part 
hydraulic valve bank 
improves diagnostics, 
lowering maintenance 
and increasing uptime.

Rotator 
The rotator is provided by an industry 
leading supplier matched to the 
grapple to ensure effi cient operation.

Upper mobile knives
Stroke delimbing knives provide 
full stem coverage allowing for 
single pass processing.

Body
Accurately fabricated 
structure, lined bored for 
accuracy and including 
replaceable wear 
bushes.

Lower mobile knives
Stroke delimbing 
knives provide full stem 
coverage, allowing for 
single pass processing.

Saw box
The saw is the robust Hultdins 
SuperCut, ideally positioned to 
ensure low stump height when 
felling.
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